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The other day my husband and I were sitting with our son Aubrey 

working our way through our Sunday roast. Counting is very 

fascinating to his small, newly scolarised person at the moment and 

he was working out how he will progress up the ranks: he is 4 now, 

then will be 5, then 6, then 7, then 8. He then asked what number 

we were, looking a bit bemused by these strange figures beyond the 

reach of his current counting. And then he suddenly said, 'and then 

we'll be no number. I'll be no number and you'll be no number.'  

I don't know whether Aubrey meant to refer to death, the great 

equaliser, but I had a sudden shock when he said this. It reminded 

me that there will be a time, indeed, when we are 'no number', 

when that 'relativity' of age and relation won't define us in quite 

the same way it does. When he is not 'my son' and I am not 'his 

mother' in quite the same way anymore. I looked at him, I suppose, 

soul to soul for a moment. 

That is the effect our gospel has on us, too. It makes us think about 

our future state of being, how things will be in heaven. The 

Sadducees, a Jewish group who didn't believe in the resurrection of 

the dead, try to catch Jesus out with a question. If you've married 

seven times, who is your wife in heaven? How does that work? Do 

they take turns? 

But Jesus pulls the rug out from under their feet. The heaven they 

don't believe in, Jesus doesn't believe in either.  

 Jesus said to them, 'Those who belong to this age marry and 

 are given in marriage; but those who are considered worthy 

of  a place in that age and in the resurrection from the dead 

 neither marry nor are given in marriage. Indeed, they cannot 

 die any more, because they are like angels and are children of 

 God, being children of the resurrection. 

A new, and truer reality will take hold, and one of the few things 

we can say definitely about it is that it will not be this one. Maybe 

that sounds a bit obvious, that heaven is not like earth, but the 

Sadducees show it can be difficult to grasp. That it can even be 

uncomfortable and painful to imagine. Maybe we even sometimes 

fall into hoping that heaven will just be earth plus, the fulfilment of 

all our current desires with an extra sheen, minus the drudgery. 

More like the world of commercial perfection. As we might say 'ah, 

this is my idea of heaven' as we slide into hot bath or slip our spoon 

into an especially delicious chocolate pot. 



But the Christian hope is of continuity as well as change. We 

believe that that there will be a deep and real connection between 

our whole, bodily selves here and the selves to come. We are 

'children of the resurrection', the true resurrection of the body, no 

illusion. 

That embodied self, the whole of who we are, with which we have 

thought, loved and acted on earth is holy in itself. We may not see 

its beauty in earthly terms, but - like a beloved garment that carries 

significance beyond or even through its darns and patches - it has a 

deeper beauty God does see, and wishes to preserve. We are not to 

be just spirits, or dissociated beings. And this means, yes, that there 

is a destiny for our actual earthly bodies, returned to their true 

dignity with souls that wish nothing but that 'in my flesh, I shall 

see him'  

Change as well as continuity, in that some things will not be as they 

were before. Our relational ties will not have the same significance. 

That is hard. It might perhaps be harder, this story would seem to 

suggest, to find oneself bound sevenfold! It's perhaps better to think 

of no relation as possibly contesting another, and above all as no 

relation obscuring our union with the ultimate source of love itself.  

This won't erase relationship: St Augustine speaks of the continuity 

of friendship and marriage in heaven, precisely because it is such 

relations that have enabled us, on earth, to become more deeply 

part of God's family of love. 

Stanley Spencer, the great British oil painter, produced a sequence 

of fresco-like oil paintings to line the Sandham Memorial Chapel in 

Hampshire, built in order to honour the 'forgotten dead'. They are 

based around Spencer's own experiences on active service in the 

First World War: as an orderly in a military hospital in Beaufort, 

and then in action, as orderly and infantryman, in Macedonia.  

Although the sequence does not shy away from the reality of war, 

its violence, its suffering, much of this is implicit. It emphasises 

much more the day-to-day experience, the apparatus that must 

maintain this fighting body:  mules, hospital trolleys, tea urns; 

innumerable male figures in a series of domestic tasks: sorting 

laundry, bed-making, toting the gleaming cylinders of tea urns, 

frying bacon in canteens; caring for one another, their clothes, their 

own bodies. It is a tribute to the ordinary of war, what Spencer 

'heaven in a hell of war'.  

Complex, yet balanced, strangely beautiful tangles of figures and 

objects; caught in a calm yet obscure intentionality; the tasks 

themselves somehow hallowed by Spencer's treatment, which 

captures the calm selflessness, the matter of fact swaddling of the 

horror--as frostbite is treated, as the wounded are brought in.  In 

the midst of all of this Spencer allows his unique way of describing 

human form and action gesture to the holy: sheets, kit bags, and 

parachutes billow out like wings. Bandages fall away from Lazarus-

like figures. Exhausted soldiers are stretched out amidst flowers in a 



spring-time meadow; others are engaged, mid-march, with taking 

river pebbles and broken pieces of roof tile to shape mosaics: artists 

even in the midst of war.  

Everywhere he is depicting earth, flesh, matter. Everywhere, too, he 

is imagining heaven. All this is brought together by the sense-

making masterpiece rising above the altar.  

Here is a scene of general resurrection. The forms which have been 

variously prostrate and caught up in repetitive labours, the merciful 

yet endless toil produced by war and bloodshed, are emerging from 

beneath their crosses, in those same bodies. 

Spencer is showing how we can carve out the holy and the beautiful 

even in the midst of the fallen and the horrific. And I strongly 

believe he is right.  

Much of modern conflict has looked like hell on earth, Pitted 

against one another, pitted against God. In many ways that was 

what the trenches were, and we can't but remember that when we 

come together on Remembrance Sunday. But it is in our flesh that 

we will see God--yes, flesh that has been coated with mud and shot 

through with powder, even flesh that has been torn and pitted and 

burned.  

Hell is the pitting of each individual human person or tribe one 

against the other, and therefore by definition also against the God 

of Love. Heaven is the surrender of our own wills to God's will, 

however different that may make things look. It is the opening of 

our whole selv

 

But today, on Remembrance Sunday, we acknowledge the beauty 

and sacrifice that can exist within conflict. The heaven within a hell 

of war. We offer up prayers of thanksgiving for all those who 

surrendered their wills, their comfort, their safety, their very lives, 

for the sake of others --- their families back home, their comrades by 

 

Today we stand in silent solidarity with them. We try to address an 

unpayable debt, express an unsayable gratitude. 

That is right and proper --- even our duty; an act of love. 

But in remembering the war dead today there is always the 

temptation that in affirming our commitment not to forget, we 

reaffirm old allegiances, alliances, grudges, prejudices. Our act of 

remembrance is not a stepping back into the trenches. It is a 

straining forward towards the new heaven and the new earth, and 

the reign of Christ. Peace will come only through the painful 

relinquishing of things we may hold dear such as national pride, 

tribal bonds and identity. We are not to conform but be 

transformed by holding everything second to God, and anticipating 

his Kingdom.  



There is much we don't know about this state of being we shall 

enter into, when we finally manage not to get in the way of God. 

And our faith, as a result, has to be to some extent in things 

'unseen'. There may be moments where we feel a bit like Job--that 

we wish our resurrection joy and knowledge, grasped so strongly in 

some instants, could be 'set in stone' rather than wobbly, frail, 

fragile--bodily! 

But it is in the body, through the body that we can seek heaven, 

and in the body we will at last receive the fullness of vision. This is 

what Christ promises in the bread and wine we are about to bodily 

receive. May what we see, hear, touch and taste in our 

remembrance here unite us with his loving, joyful, free self-offering 

of his whole self and all those who have followed it.  


